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ABSTRACT  

This paper introduces the Vetronics Architect (VA), a methodology and concept toolset for the behavioural 
simulation of formal systems engineering models of modern military vehicular systems in a synthetic 3D 
environment. The main driver of this work is the shortcomings of existing design systems in the face of ever 
increasing complexity and capability of military vehicle platforms and systems, and the subsequent need to 
identify opportunity and risk early in the design cycle of a system. Alongside new technological capabilities 
and their need to interconnect and interoperate, emerging defence standards and specifications create the 
need for efficient means of systems design for supporting their development so that they can be validated and 
verified. The principle aim of this study is to take advantage of the information available about systems at 
their design stages, and analyse its validity in scenarios operating in a simulated environment, along with 
other subsystems. A new vetronics systems design, modelling and simulation methodology that focuses on 
concept exploration, early de-risking and system acceptance through behavioural simulation is presented. Its 
overarching aim is to enable the identification of risks and opportunities early in the design cycle through 
improved understanding of the design within a modern vetronics context. A principle manifestation of this 
aim is the refining and driving of user requirements for vetronics systems. To achieve this, an existing 
Systems Engineering (SE) modelling process is enhanced by providing the capability of executing system 
models in a 3D behavioural simulation environment. 

1.0 INTRODUCTION 

New levels of capability, an increasing pace of technological progress and increasing levels of 
functionality achieved through sub-system interoperation represent a highly complex challenge for vehicle 
platform architects. Vetronics platform behaviour is in nature a function of the interaction between 
numerous complex sub-systems and components. This naturally obscures the ultimate real-world 
performance of the design from the perspective of the system designer and stakeholders. 
Additional challenge to the designer is presented by the demands of an increasing number of intersecting 
open architecture standards that new platforms must comply with in the area of vetronics. Many of the 
standards are growing in scope and degree of prescription. Of particular interest to this work are finding 
the implication of new standards and specifications introduced for cross-domain systems integration and 
interoperability under the UK Land Open Systems Architecture (LOSA), the Generic Vehicle, Soldier, and 
Base Architectures (GVA, GSA, and GBA), as well as the upcoming NATO Generic Vehicle Architecture 
(NGVA) STANAG 4754. 
Further, current design systems may not adequately represent some vetronics aspects and areas of interest 
which affect a system’s design. Important principles described by emerging open architectures standards 
in defence and the data models that accompany them can be represented within the design lifecycle more 
efficiently. Other concerns arising from the complex nature of modern platforms include technology and 
data ownership rights and subsequent significant hidden costs of modification for a long lived vehicle 
platform projects.  

1.1 Background and Motivation 

Processes of Model Based Systems Engineering (MBSE) prescribe system design stages to produce results 
that satisfy given requirements and provide full traceability of them across the design stages. A typical 
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process is and tools are chosen for the scope of this work. The IBM® Rational® Integrated 
Systems/Embedded Software Development Process Harmony™ [1] is one of these processes and follows the 
classical “V” development lifecycle. The tools used to help carry out this methodology are the IBM® 
Rational® suite of tools that include IBM® Rational® DOORS® for the analysis and management of the 
user and system requirements, and IBM® Rational® Rhapsody® for the systems design. The Harmony™ 
Systems Engineering (HarmonySE™) toolkit provides helper automations for aiding the designer to go 
through the process stages. This process provides guidelines to perform the system design by analysing 
requirements, to its functional analysis and to its implementation. In the past decade, entertainment 
technology has seen many advances in rapid prototyping gaming environments. At a stage before the system 
implementation on real hardware, it is perceived that the combination of extracted elements of interest from 
the system design and their virtual prototyping in such an environment can provide early de-risking 
capabilities and save costs. 

A rapid development environment that can provide sufficient flexibility to conceptualise subsystem 
communications and overall vehicle behaviour in a battlefield scenario, over focused areas of vetronics 
interest has been chosen. Unity Technologies® Unity3D™ software development environment provides 
such capabilities. The study combines the system modelling artifacts extracted throughout the HarmonySE™ 
design process to configure a Unity3D™ battlefield simulation environment and experiment with concepts 
that can be quickly re-iterated and assessed.  

Areas of special interest in modern vetronics targeted by this process are: 

• GVA Def Stan 23-09 and emerging standards such as the NGVA.

• Data Models and Data Distribution Service (DDS).

• Horizontal Integration.

• Data / Architecture Ownership and Management.

• System acceptance through simulation.

• Component / Technology Substitution.

The methodology defined is referred to as the Vetronics Architect Process (VA Process) and it takes place 
alongside the different stages of the HarmonySE™ guidelines. Figure 1 shows this workflow in a state chart 
diagram.   
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Figure 1: VA Process along HarmonySE™ stages workflow 

The states in blue are the design stages of HarmonySE™ and the ones in green are specialised diagram types 
created to support extracting this information. These custom diagrams are created so that the HarmonySE™ 
or other MBSE based process is not affected by the VA simulation. The purpose of the modelling part of the 
methodology is to extract the sufficient information from the system model to configure the simulation. 
These typically include the data being communicated between components that the user expects to be of 
certain value limits in order to meet requirements. The data model interactions between are mandated by the 
defence standards and for the purpose of this work the UK Defstan 23-009 GVA Land Data Model [3] was 
used. 

The following sections shall describe the system design modelling and simulation respectively. Some case 
studies were explored to validate different parts of the methodology. These make use of a virtual version of 
an e-Buggy, which represents a real-world platform that was also used during these tests. These case studies 
were:  

• VA3D eBuggy Local Situational Awareness (LSA)

• VA3D eBuggy Navigation

• VA3D eBuggy Automotive

Each of the experiments focuses on specific aspects in the system design and simulation. The LSA 
experiment implements camera views around the vehicle and tests their interaction with the driver input. 
The Navigation experiment focuses on the navigation data model interactions between a GPS receiver and 
the navigation display in the e-Buggy crew station. The Automotive experiment focuses on performing 
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trade-offs of drive train parameters for the e-Buggy by assessing performance and costs when substituting 
different gearboxes, electric engines, and batteries in the modelling environment. References to these case 
studies shall be used in the following sections to describe the use of the methodology.  

2.0 MODELLING 

A methodology is defined, referred to as the Vetronics Architecture Process (VA Process), whose purpose is 
to help pinpoint and extract certain vetronics related characteristics that emerge during the prescribed MBSE 
system design phases. The information extracted can then be used perform simulations in the synthetic 3D 
environment that is focused on specific aspects. The overall purpose of this is to drive user requirements by 
assessing their execution.  

For interoperability and integration purposes, new open architectures standards mandate the satisfaction 
specific requirements. In a typical system requirements analysis, these are associated with the stakeholder 
requirements to produce the functional and system requirements. 

HarmonySE™ makes use of the OMG SysML language [2] to formally describe the system design. The 
language uses Requirement Diagrams that capture their various parameters and links them with the Use 
Cases that satisfy them. HarmonySE™ bases its analysis in these Use Cases and during its Functional 
Analysis stage it derives the functionality that the system needs to perform in order to meet them.  

As SysML is based on a subset of the Unified Modelling Language (UML) it inherits the support to design a 
Domain-Specific Language subset. This allows for the creation of the VA UML Profile which contains the 
terminology and entities required for the specification of the VA diagrams. This profile can be used inside 
the same tools that perform the MBSE process and be described alongside in the system design. This 
respects the workflow of the HarmonySE™ process and toolkit and does not alter it in order to perform the 
VA simulation.  

Figure 2 shows the overall VA Process overview with its artifacts coloured in green, and how it stands along 
the HarmonySE™ Process. 
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Figure 2: Vetronics Architect & HarmonySE™ SysML Processes Overview 

VA Requirements Annotation: These are requirements that are normally imported from IBM® Rational® 
DOORS® modules. They contain VA specific attributes with information such as their categorisation and 
trace to standard specifications such as the UK GVA Def Stan 23-009 [3] and the upcoming NGVA 
STANAG 4754 [4] 

VA Profile and Artefacts: These contain the vetronics architecture vocabulary (UML and SysML artefacts) 
to be used in Rhapsody® modelling environment. They provide the basic building blocks for carrying out 
the VA models configuration. 

VA Simulation Diagrams: This is a new type of diagram, defined in Rhapsody® and made available by the 
VA Profile. The diagram is used to configure the simulation after the system has been designed during the 
functional analysis and design synthesis phases of the HarmonySE™ modelling process. The architecture’s 
structural elements, SysML Blocks, are linked in this diagram using custom VA notation. 

VA Simulation Data: This is a document in XML Metadata Interchange (XMI) generic format that results 
from the VA Simulation Diagrams.  

The above artifacts are used to generate the following information: 

• Platform Configuration Diagram

• Data Model Configuration Diagram

• Simulation Environment Configuration

The Platform Configuration refers to the structural blocks that comprise the system and the user has selected 
for them to have a representation in the 3D environment. The Data Model Configuration refers to the Data 
Model Data Distribution Service (DDS) communication elements that the system must implement for GVA 
or NGVA compliance.  

The hierarchy of the basic building blocks of the VA Diagrams are shown in Figure 3. VA Platform refers to 
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the virtual platform of the vehicle that has a 3D representation in the simulation environment. The 
VALibraryClass is the element for describing any subsystems contained in the platform. The VABlock is a 
placeholder that gets associated with the system model created by HarmonySE™. The VADDSTopic block is 
an abstraction for describing DDS topics that a component either subscribes or publishes to.  

Figure 3: VA Simulation Diagrams and UML Artifacts hierarchy. 

An example system model of the Navigation case study and Data Model configuration for the 
communication interactions are shown in Figure 4 and Figure 5 respectively. It can be seen that the VABlock 
type elements (in green) are instances of the SysML Block (in blue) elements that were created in the Design 
Synthesis stage of the HarmoneSE™ analysis. Using the modelling tools, these can be traced back to 
Sequence, Activity Diagrams and consequently to the Use Case that they implement, which in turn leads to 
the Requirements that they satisfy. 

The green VABlock type blocks are elements that are have virtual representions in the simulation 
environment. These same blocks also appear in the VA Data Model Configuration Diagram in Figure 5 that 
captures their publish/subscribe relationships with the DDS topics (in yellow) imported from the Rhapsody® 
project of the UK GVA Data Model. 

This way, the VA elements in the model act as an abstraction between the HarmonySE™ model and the 
GVA Data Model. Even though the HarmonySE™ process considers a Service Oriented Architectures 
(SOA) for the communication “contracts” between subcomponents of the system, using this abstraction it is 
possible to describe the data-centric communication approach that is mandated in a DDS network.  
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Figure 4: e-Buggy Navigation VA Platform Configuration 

VASimulation Diagram [Package] VA_Simulation [VA_NAV_DataModelConfiguration]
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Figure 5: e-Buggy Navigation VA Data Model Configuration 
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An example VA Platform Configuration diagram for the Automotive case study is shown in Figure 6. This 
VA Diagram shows artifacts related to costs and data ownerships as attributes in the VABlocks which are 
provided as re-usable libraries. The different parameters in each VABlock reflect the way the virtual 
representation of the platform behaves and this is a basis of performing quick trade-offs complementary to 
the trade-off analysis with metrics and performance analysis that HarmonySE™ prescribes. 

VA_CS_Buggy_Automotive_PlatformConfiguration
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Figure 6: e-Buggy Automotive VA Platform Configuration 

The VA diagrams are exported as XML configuration files that the 3D simulation reads and configures its 
execution. This allows for quick iterations through costless reconfiguration of the simulation from the 
modelling environment. The attributes inside the VADDSTopics that contain values are associated to 
requirements that trace back to the requirements imported from IBM® Rational® DOORS® during the 
Requirements Analysis. Using this technique, the Data Model interactions as well as the overall behaviour of 
the system can then be audited and assessed against user defined constraints that trace back to the early 
stages of the system analysis. 
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specification that has been previously described in XML or output by the systems design tools. Any 
deviations from the specification are recorded in a data model ‘audit’ report file, and optionally displayed 
onscreen as errors or warnings during simulation. Figure 8 shows the Unity3D™ development environment 
with the VA toolset library.  

Figure 8: Modelled e-Buggy in the 3D simulation environment. 

3.2 Data Model Audit Tool 

The data model audit tool provides verification that the simulated system data model use complies with a 
corresponding system design. The tool operates in two stages. 

• The system reads an XML description of the data model design. From this description, a reference
data model is constructed. The model describes the legal use of the data model in terms of structure,
format and legal access.

• In real-time (during simulation), all data model activity is compared to the reference model object.
Any irregularities are stored in a log file and optionally are displayed on the Log Viewer (Figure 9).
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Figure 9: Screenshot Showing Dmaudit Tool Reporting Publication to a Topic in Contravention 
of The Reference Model. 

The audit tool user controls allow the selection of the audit information required (info / warnings/ errors). 
Info messages describe each individual test carried out. Warnings describe minor issues such as incorrect 
character cases. Errors describe all deviations from the supplied XML reference model. The system allows 
live data model activity to be tested against a known standard with possible applications in standards 
compliance or integration troubleshooting. 

3.3 Data Model Inspector 

The data model inspector tool creates a live simulation HUD view of the current data model activity for 
the user. The inspector includes a search facility allowing the user to quickly locate topics in larger data 
model systems. Once located, the user can expand the data model to view topic fields or live individual 
field values (Figure 10).  
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Figure 10: Data Model Inspector HUD 

The record function is selectable for any topic. This records a time series data file of selected data model 
topic activity in the background, during simulation. 

3.4 XML Configuration Tool 

There are two critical processes required to perform configuration of a 3D simulation from the systems 
design environment (Figure.11): 

• The systems design tool must be told what configuration options are available. The available options
must be presented to the user to enable design time selections to be made.

• Once the user has selected the configuration options, these options must be presented to, and
interpreted by, the 3D environment.
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3.5 Requirements Tracking Tool 

The initial version of the requirement tracking tool allows the system designer to set limits for the legal 
values of a given data model topic field that relate to some systems design requirement. The simulation tool 
monitors the selected value and, if it exceeds the specified limits, the contravention is highlighted and the 
requirement that has been contravened is identified. This allows the user to provide limits for quantitative 
requirements that are automatically examined throughout simulation runtime. Figure 12 shows an example 
output of this capability, that shows a requirement ID (VACS_NAV_3) which is the responsible requirement 
identifier in the IBM® Rational® DOORS® document where it originated from before the system modelling 
analysis. 

Figure 12: Requirement Tracking Tool - Catching and Reporting a Requirement Error. 

4.0 CONCLUSION 

The proposed methodology attempts to incorporate various different aspects in modelling for executing 
system designs before their handoff to real-world prototyping and development. These aspects are the 
methodologies currently considered as best-practices in MBSE, versus the interoperability requirements 
resulting from emerging defence standards. The study made use of elements collected during the synthesis 
and SysML formalisation of a system’s design and aligned their communication needs with the data-centric 
interactions of a DDS network required for compliance with the UK GVA Defstan 23-009. The resulting 
architectural components are then modelled in a flexible 3D virtual prototyping platform which has the 
capability to iterate through changes in the system model design quickly and at very low cost. By taking 
advantage of the tools and the benefits of MBSE, it has been possible to annotate system requirements 
throughout the design stages from their origin all the way to their behavioural simulation.  
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